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If you have an undeniable passion for photography, perhaps it's time to think about taking it to the

next step. Chances are, if you're listening to this, you know that that next step is to make a business

out of it! When starting a photography business, it's important to note that while there are similarities

(you have to have a product, and you need a business plan) things operate a little bit differently in

artistic fields. That's why the majority of this book is going to focus on how to brand and market

yourself successfully. First things first, though, you'll need to determine whether you are a fine art

photography business or a commercial photography business. This determination is going to alter

the way in which you choose to do your marketing. Here is a preview of what you'll learn... How to

put together a solid operational business plan Fine Art Photography Business vs. Commercial

Photography Business How to brand yourself successfully How to market yourself successfully And

so much more! Before you can get started marketing, you have to brand. And before you can brand,

you have to understand whether you have a fine art or commercial type of photography. These are

the key elements of the book, along with how to write a great business plan and how to stay

relevant!
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This is a down and dirty guide to starting a photography business. It doesn't discuss photography

techniques or tactics. It does cover business tactics an entrepreneur needs to develop a successful

business. The tips offered are generic enough to be applied to almost any business. Just know that

you will need other resources to complete all the tasks with some expertise.



I find Photography business really interesting its because aside from having plenty of income, my

creativity also will be sharpened. This book really has helped a lot in understanding the basic

concept in this endeavor. As a starter, It needs me to keep abreast of what's new in the business in

order for client to be attracted. Make a business plan so that you will be guided on your target. Due

to great competition in this type of business, one must assess whether your business is still feasible.

If not, its your turn to find ways in order to gain something.Part of the topic discussed are the 20

things we need to know before we start with this business. Recommend for all starters out there.

Good choice if you have this business and allow this book to guide you.

Lots of good advice in a very simple language. Provides insight into planning, pricing, and social

media marketing. Good book
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